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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SummaryThis session will start where the project-level tools of health care quality improvement end. We will discuss the management philosophy embedded in the Model for Improvement, and Hunter will recommend ways to increase your clinics’ daily use of these values and skills. Some questions we will discuss: How can QI projects contribute to our development as a learning organization? What is the role of a clinic manager? What are good ways to help frontline staff become problem-solvers? Can an improvement mindset contribute to staff team resilience instead of project burnout? Bring your quality improvement successes, your challenges, your hopes and your heartbreaks. Some project-level experience with goal-directed work with the Model for Improvement or other management system like Lean will be helpful in this discussion, but is not required.  Learning ObjectivesDiscuss the underlying principles of the Model for Improvement, and how they transfer from short-term projects to long-term habits and values in organizationsLearn the difference between execution-based management  and management focused on learning and improvementDiscuss the role of measurement in an improvement-focused work culture compared to an execution-based work culture [Teaming, and team development are key concepts here, from Amy Edmondson’s work]Discuss the QI-related management and leadership skills needed to keep an organization focused on continuous improvement AgendaIntro topic, by moderator Mary Ann Huntsman, SOSMary Ann asks who is in the roomDiscussion: Challenges, progress with organized improvement workCIN Cover top 3 or 4 topicsSend to Mary Ann



Introductions 

• Your name 
• Your organization and who you serve 
• Organization’s Goldilocks level with QI 
 Too Cold  = Think we are behind other clinics 
 Just Right = Doing it, going well, key to success 
 Too Hot    = Did it/doing it, not going well for us 
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What are we trying to 
accomplish? 

How will we know that a 
change is an improvement? 

What changes can we make that 
will result in improvement? 

Model for Improvement 

Act Plan 

Study Do 

From Associates in Process Improvement.  
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AIM 
MEASURES 

CHANGES 

RAPID 
TEST 
OF 
CHANGES 



People are 
complicated. 

Change  
is hard. YOU 

ARE 
HERE. 

Change is 
necessary. 

Health 
care is 
complex. 



Discussion 

What do we take from the  
Model for Improvement to everyday work?  

 
Where QI projects have had lasting impact, 

what actions or systems  
allowed that to happen?  
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QI project  Culture of quality 

- Start small. 
- Create successes. Seeing is believing. 
- Motivational management expedites everyone.  
- Create a clear path. 
- Listening leaders: input from everyone, decide 

as group. Everyone gets to be smart. 
- Move forward together.  
- Be systematic. Standardize what works. 
- Build a learning organization.  
 



What NOT to do 

- Limit people to their task list.  
- Manage by fear and finger-pointing. 
- Allow conflict to get/stay personal.  
- Defer creativity, waste people’s brain power. 
- Have boring meetings. 
- Wish for a whole different group of patients. 
 



Effective 
Leadership 

Communication 

Effective 
Management 

Habits 
Culture of 

Quality 

Improvement 
Projects  

The virtuous cycle 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communication sets priorities: “The currency of leadership is attention” and you have to tell people what you are paying attention to: “This month, it’s overall visit volume and paid visits volume, as well as the HPV and depression screening that we have been focusing on all year.”NOW, where do I get the time for all this communication? All day, people and problems and meetings and emails are flying at my head. Answer: start small, develop habits. You each have them and we want you to share one today if you will: your most reliable, drama-reducing, rise above the Tyranny of the Urgent habit.



Culture of quality  
and the virtuous cycle 

 
Four ways to get there 
1. Teaming 
2. Walk the walk: Improvement is personal 
3. Make it safe to change: Project planning 
4. Plan communication: Elephants & Riders 
5. After the project: Sustain and Spread 
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Teaming (as a verb) 
 
Active process to create interdependent teams 

who … 
• Form and reform quickly,  
• Rely on each others’ expertise,  
• Get smarter over time,  
• Provide the engine of organizational learning. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To create safety for improvement mindset, including humility and the value of transparency. Addresses Elephant; makes you more sympathetic to the elephants around you. 



How to do Teaming 

- Create psychological safety 
- Focus on the problem and allow for new 

solutions to arise from staff 
- Get out their way (no siloes by role, e.g.) 
- Expect people to recreate their work 
- Hold people accountable as teams 

 
 



Walk the walk.  
Be obviously imperfect. 
Improve yourself in public. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MEASUREMENT FOR IMPROVEMENTTo create safety for improvement mindset, including humility and the value of transparency. Addresses Elephant; makes you more sympathetic to the elephants around you. 



Hunter’s scorecard 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Goal Measure Score/Week 

2-23 3-2 3-9 3-16 3-23 3-30 

Meet all 
deadlines 

Look back each 
Friday 

Yes No, - 1 

Class 
development 

3 hours/week on 1 
or more modules 

0/3  x/3 x/3 x/3 x/3 x/3 

Exercise Yoga or Run 
4x/week 

2/4 

Healthy 
eating 

2 pieces fresh fruit 
per day. 

 6/7 

Fiction 
Writing 

5 hrs/week 2/5 2/5 as 
of Thurs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BE HUMBLE, SHOW WHAT YOU ARE WORKING ON YOURSELF, TO ALLOW OTHERS TO BE IMPERFECT AND JOIN YOUR JOURNEY.It’s your job to make it safe to experiment, to not know all the answers.



Transitions have 3 Stages 

Ending,  
Losing,  
Letting Go 

Neutral  
Zone 

The New 
Beginning 

          Time 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change is not an event, it’s a process. Bridges teaches 3 stages: Grief for the usual known way, the neutral zone of apprehension, unsteadiness, fear; the New Beginning. Letting Go: Expect grieving, don’t confuse it with Resistance/Refusal. Overcommunicate the exact changes and why they are impt. Help compensate for losses, change in roles, e.g. with training, with different kinds of recognition. E.g. Nurse who had grown to identify with triage, lost this gatekeeper/expert role when clinic improved access. Medical director helped her see benefits of doing more actual patient care.Neutral zone requires “Sort it out” leadership, to help people recalibrate and feel safe: encouragement, structure to work through change, and opportunity to figure out their way through: “What are your ideas?” Example for neutral zone of French army in Sahara in WWII, hard to resupply, got a mixed up shipment of used clothes from Red Cross for their tatters, not even uniforms. All mixed up, no size labels. What a mess. Each guy given one each of pants, shirt, shoes, “Debrouillez-vous!” (Day-broo-yay-voo) to Sort It Out. And they did in a scramble. Message: Leader set up structure, delegated the work, everyone got to participate.New Beginning: Purpose (the why), Picture (what it looks like), Plan (for the Transitions, not the specific Changes; you need both, Transitions Plan includes the support and training needed to make the changes; e.g. “new Picsys system goes live” is part of the change plan, “Training for RNs on Wed, for CNAs on Thurs, MDs on Friday, All-staff meeting to discuss on Monday” is part of transition plan); Part (each indl’s role; e.g. Jen Beach with grievances for SPDs)My personal example with becoming a manager of more people. Losses: not being the helper for the clinics, less close contact across network. Less time at desk doing work b/c in more meetings. Less knowledge of reassuring details. Changes include delegation (spend time preparing for weekly 1:1s, to keep them on schedule and juggling projects and role and personal dev.), investing time to make meetings useful, working on info flow and reducing unnecessary emails, more time with budgets and hiring. New Beginning: I’ll let you know, esp after hiring additional person.A clinic example of letting go of identity of semi-helpless in face of Healthy San Francisco enrollment and patient demand, to one where they can be in charge of demand/supply if they do certain things. Another part of change is changing demographics of clinic as their neighborhood changes and pt demographics changes.(Note to self: Transitions is told mainly for and about large-scale changes for a large organization. It does scale down in its applicability, but need to be clear as I do this.)



Make it safe to change,  
with right team, clear expectations 

• Pick the right team members 
• Use a project charter to set expectations 
• Hold regular meetings, even just 20 min 
• Have difficult conversations as needed 
• Use a standard agenda for project meetings 
• Post measures publicly 
• Celebrate successes 

 



Plan your communication 
to engage partners in change. 

 
Commitment = Clarity + Buy-in 

 
Speak to Elephants and Riders. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other examples: From “Switch”Study asked students to donate cans of food. Asked students to assign peers to generous or stingy groups, to sort for perceived personality traits. Found that when they just asked kids to donate food on a certain day in a certain spot, they got okay participation and was more from the kids everyone expected would do it. When they did a second round of flyering, got more specific about beans, peanut butter, etc, and gave them a time window in the day. This increased the participation of both groups, but the Scrooge group matched the generous kids group. Clarity, scripted moves.



Photo credit: britannica.com 

Rider 
 
Elephant 
 
Path 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Related to Crucial Conversations: You have to consider what people need to hear when. Useful for leading groups as well as individuals, and best not to wait till conversations have become difficult.From Jonathan Haidt, happiness researcher, investigated what helps and hinders growth and movement in people.Rider is the intellectual, the logical one, the part of us who wants to get up early to work out before work, or fix a healthy breakfast that’s not rushed.Elephant is the emotional part of us, who hits the snooze alarm, who grabs the second and third cookie. Our inner Homer Simpson, our Id in a way. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
An 80s Sci-Fi Action Analogy.  Master Blaster, Mad Max: Beyond Thunderdome 



Make the Path for the Elephant 

• Direct the Rider. 
– Find the bright spots. 
– Point to the destination. 

• Motivate the Elephant. 
– Find the feeling (+/-). 
– Build identity. 
– Shrink the change. 
– Build a growth mindset. 

• Shape the Path. 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Find the bright spots.  Where is it working? There are hospitals where they have eliminated MRSA transmission. No one thought it could be done.Point to the Destination  Laura Esserman at UCSF Breast Care Center with “Everything under one roof”, made changes as she could to have services, scheduling, wait times for dx test results, all revolve around the woman’s experience. Gradually moved very set depts and processes philosophically and physically, e.g. got radiation from another building into the Care Center.  For inpt nursing staff: Days will be calmer, because info will flow better and we won’t be stopping what we are doing to run around looking for each other all day. Find the feeling  From positive perspective: what emotional or identity state, or driver, is the reason for the change (e.g. talk to patients, family members)From negative perspective: What feeling is keeping people away from the change? If someone sees herself as resisting flavors of the month/year and not falling for the latest improvement fad, maybe she sees herself as the old-school backbone of the hospital. If so, then she could be connected to the history of innovations and past improvements she has seen over the years, or the pride in comraderie of the union and her other long-term colleagues. Build identity  Brasilata can co in Brazil. Everyone is an innovator, and you can make change happen based on your ideas.“We are the experts in health care. We know how our work works. We can’t wait for mandated changes from Sac or DC or funding changes. We will take charge.”Shrink the change  start with one provider, one nursing unit. Start with one change, like in my work, moving some provider supply to Mondays, tallying drop-ins from list of names already kept. Annie starts booking appts differently for one week. We do same-day labs on one day, see how it goes.- Build a growth mindset. >> Help establish a standards group across lots of providers, where they can discuss their relative performance,and share best practices for getting pts in for visits, medication levels. PAMF did this in many specialties, now people ask for it. Peers get to lead each other, learn from each other. Shape the Path. NEXT THREE SLIDES ARE ABOUT SHAPING THE PATH. 



Make the Path for the Elephant 

Clarity dissolves resistance. 
 

Commitment = Clarity + Buy-in 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other examples: From “Switch”Study asked students to donate cans of food. Asked students to assign peers to generous or stingy groups, to sort for perceived personality traits. Found that when they just asked kids to donate food on a certain day in a certain spot, they got okay participation and was more from the kids everyone expected would do it. When they did a second round of flyering, got more specific about beans, peanut butter, etc, and gave them a time window in the day. This increased the participation of both groups, but the Scrooge group matched the generous kids group. Clarity, scripted moves.



4. After the project … 

Sustain  

Spread 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sustain is most timely and impt for QILI teams. Spread 3 ways: to scale, to all care teams or indls, to more sites



Sustain project gains 

• Get clear on key changes 
• Hardwire most important measures 
• Monitor these metrics, set minimum threshold 
• Hardwire the key changes 

– P&P, job descriptions, supervision, perf. reviews 
– Communication for culture of quality 

 
Goal: New normal (not just successful project) 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Big Ideas Change Theory, Thinker 

Elephants and riders 
Switch: How to Change Things when 
Change is Hard; Dan and Chip Heath 
(from Jonathan Haidt) 

Establish the gap. Motivational Interviewing; Miller and 
Rollnick 

Improve yourself in public. Quality is Personal; Harry Roberts 

Be specific about the changes.  Spread of better practice; Sarah Fraser 

It’s the transition. Transitions and Managing Transitions; 
William Bridges 

Help everyone change when 
it’s right for them.  

Adoption Curve; Everett Rogers 

Set loose the mad scientists. 
Model for Improvement; Lloyd, Moen, 
et al. 



What is Quality Improvement? 

24 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before showing this slide, ask participants how they define quality improvement.  Build off their comments.System level: not personal “be better” but system change that makes quality the default, decreases chance of error, dropped balls, etc. 



What is Quality Improvement? 
• Change at system (team/org) level 

– Work at the frontline level 
– By multi-disciplinary staff teams 

• Regular, ongoing assessment and measurement 
• Reduction of variability 
• Process focus, not individual as good/bad 
 
Examples: improve health of people with diabetes, 
increase % women breastfeeding, decrease injuries 

 

How do we do things better?  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
QI is an organized approach to getting better results when working with other people, when it’s more than just you.



What is Quality Assurance? 
“The planned and systematic activities put in place to 

ensure that (quality) requirements for a product or 
service will be fulfilled.” 

• Ensure that requirements, guidelines, regulations met 
• Uses inspection (vs. regular measurement) 
• Also known as quality control 
• Examples:   

– Health code for restaurants 
– Licensing of providers 
– Audits of clinical facilities  

 

Are we (you) doing things right? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
QA more regulatory in nature.  The philosophy is grounded more in inspection and making sure services or products meet standards, as opposed to QI, which continuously tries to improve the status quo through regular measurement and change at the system level.QA may be static, vs QI which is rooted by it’s nature in continuous change 
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Every system  
is perfectly designed  
to give the results that it gets.  



Aim Statement Formula 

By {When}, Increase/ decrease 
{What} for {Whom} from 
{What it is now} to {What you 
want it to be}. 
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Why measure frequently?  
To monitor your process 
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Appointment Cycle Time  
(excludes physicals) 

Appointment Cycle Time Mean Goal

Median 



Run Charts 

• Display ordered sequence of data and 
provide running record over time 

• Can be used for any data that are sequenced 
over time (trending) 

• Require no statistics 

• Visually illustrate progress toward goal 
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Adapted from, NHS Scotland Tutorial Guide on Statistical Process Control. 
http://www.indicators.scot.nhs.uk/SPC/SPC.html 
 

http://www.indicators.scot.nhs.uk/SPC/SPC.html


Understanding Variation 

• All sets of data demonstrate variation. 
• Two types of variation 

– Random/common cause (NOT special; regular) 
– Special cause (something going on) 

31 

Adapted from, NHS Scotland Tutorial Guide on Statistical Process Control. 
http://www.indicators.scot.nhs.uk/SPC/SPC.html 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of variation in a set of numbers: �how long it takes to get to work each dayThe volume of cereal in a boxThe size of applesThe length of hairs in a buzz cutThe height of kids in a 2nd grade classThe height of waves at the beachThe amount of coffee in a large Starbucks drink

http://www.indicators.scot.nhs.uk/SPC/SPC.html
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Example of PDSA 
Aim: Increase childhood health literacy in new parents. 
Change being tested: Raffle to improve class attendance 

Plan: Shiloh will text moms with news of 2 $50 Safeway 
cards being given away at class #2 in three days. We predict 
that more moms will come to class #2 than came to #1. 

Do: Shiloh has mobile numbers for 8 of 10 moms. She 
sends text. One reply said “who is this?” Two others 
responded with excitement. No other replies. At Class #2, 7 
of 10 moms came, including one who didn’t get text.  

Study:  7 of 10 was better than 5 of 10 at first class. One 
mom said she didn’t want class eating up her data plan. 

Act: Do another PDSA with texting simple reminder, no raffle 
prize for attendance.  
Not PDSA, but new practice: Ask all moms to confirm their 
cell # at each class.  



Final note about experts 

“He who reads 100 poets  
sounds like 100 poets. 

  He who reads 1000 poets  
sounds like himself.” 

- Aphorism from China 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Absorb, integrate, revise, select, to get your most powerful approach. Pull out what you covered in past seminars. The cumulative effect is the main benefit here. Don’t lose the content as you leave the conference setting.



Reading list 

• Leading change  

• Quality improvement, Model for Improvement 

• Productivity and time management 

• Management skills for supervisors 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a lifelong journey



Keep the conversation going. 

Get contact info from others here   
(make a date, start a peer group) 

and  
hunter@signalkey.com 
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